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INTRODUCTION

By the time Color Of Change (COC) hosted a Black Women’s 
Brunch in Los Angeles, they had perfected the formula. Guests 
entered the hotel finding themselves in a lavish ballroom. A DJ played 
music as women signed in to receive their name tags and “Black Girl 
Magic” buttons. Some sought out their seats while others took photos 
in front of a pastel flower backdrop. Their brunch host introduced a 
short ice-breaker (“What’s your favorite movie? What’s the best girl 
group of all time? Where’s the best chicken in the city?”) to allow 
the women to get to know one another, since most were meeting for 
the first time. There was no presentation or specific issue to discuss; 
instead, it was a morning of care and community-building among 
Black women made easier by free parking, childcare, and a delicious breakfast. 

“We don’t want or need these new people’s first introduction to Color Of Change being that 
they need to work,” said brunch originator Jade Magnus Ogunnaike. “We want regular working-
class Black women to come, sit, enjoy themselves, have a good time, and just have a luxurious 
experience.” This open format gave Black women room to talk about their vision for their 
communities. It also ended with an invitation to the next get-together, seeding a new strategic 
priority for Color Of Change: local squads that could serve as vehicles for long-term, in-person 
organizing.

FIGURE 1: 

Photo from a 
Black Women’s 
Brunch in Detroit, 
Michigan, 2018

“We want regular 
working-class 
Black women to 
come, sit, enjoy 
themselves, have 
a good time...”
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From the beginning, the brunches struck a chord with COC members  – after sharing the first 
brunch invitation, within an hour over 100 people had already registered. From the first brunch in 
Detroit in December 2018 to March 2019, the guest list grew from 200 to nearly 1,000 women. 

Investing in community-building events and intensive in-person engagement via squads was 
not an obvious choice for Color Of Change. COC describes itself as the largest online civil rights 
organization in the country, and has had significant expertise and success in mobilizing Black 
people into digital campaigns for corporate accountability, police reform, and more. In 2016, the 
organization began engaging in elections, building a PAC and mobilizing Black voters via their 
existing campaign infrastructure. 

As they began to do so, however, COC recognized that -- while they were built for scale as a 
result of their digital organizing track record – they also found that the general establishment 
emphasis on short-term Black voter turnout was not in keeping with the organization’s long-term 
strategy and goals. While political parties have a long history of extractive patterns of mobilizing 
Black voters in times of urgency only to disinvest in them after the election, COC – with its 
theory of change focused on shifts that Black people can feel in their everyday lives, in the long-
term— was interested in exploring how they could build a deeper, relationship-rooted political 
home for Black members. 

To achieve this, the organization hypothesized that it would need to invest in in-person 
organizing that specifically addressed the needs and interests of a wide variety of Black 
constituents. The organization decided that this new strategy would focus on empowering Black 
joy via culture, care, and community-building.

This case study focuses on the choice that COC made to follow this more complex path – to 
combine their existing strength at large-scale mobilization with a new depth through relational 
organizing. How would they build out an organizing program that achieved both scale and 
depth — reaching significant numbers of constituents while also centering Black joy and 
relationships within a long-term Black political home?

I. Organizational History and Background
Color Of Change has built a reputation as a mass mobilizing powerhouse for digital racial 
justice campaigns. Founded in 2005 by James Rucker and Van Jones, Color Of Change was 
initially intended to leverage email list models such as MoveOn.org to spur mobilization amongst 
Black internet users. In the subsequent years, as the organization grew rapidly, COC built out a 
significant digital mobilization apparatus — with 1.01 million subscribers by the start of 2015. 

One of COC’s more successful digital campaigns in this era targeted ALEC (the American 
Legislative Exchange Council), an organization that writes model legislation to advance a 
conservative agenda on immigration, voter identification, taxation, corporate regulation, and 
gun control in statehouses across the United States. ALEC consists of both right-wing state 
legislators and corporate representatives, and Color Of Change began a divestment campaign 
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in late 2011 targeting ALEC’s corporate backers. COC’s 
initial concern was ALEC’s support for discriminatory voter 
identification laws that suppress the Black vote, as well as the 
votes of the poor, students, the elderly, and other people of 
color. But after Trayvon Martin’s murder in the winter of 2012, 
COC escalated the campaign by exposing how ALEC had 
been instrumental in drafting the “Stand Your Ground” law 
that provided a legal justification for Martin’s murder. Color Of 
Change was successful in getting major corporations such as 
Pepsi, Kraft, Coca-Cola, and McDonald’s to cut ties with ALEC. 
The organization used its digital and media savvy to exercise 
powerful leverage over corporations sensitive about their public 
image. 

As Color Of Change struggled to translate these strategies 
into influence over state actors directly, 2015, in particular, 
was pivotal. A year of mobilizations under the banner of 
#BlackLivesMatter had brought renewed attention to the 
violence the state was inflicting on Black people through 
the police and other arms of the criminal justice system. Yet 
Color Of Change’s campaigns and the movement ecosystem 
more broadly were struggling to get traction, with few police 
officers facing accountability for their violence. While COC’s 
digital campaign juggernaut had been successful in holding 
corporations, media figures, and right-wing organizations (like 
ALEC) accountable, the organization was still facing challenges 
in holding elected officials similarly accountable on criminal 
justice issues. 

Arisha Hatch, Color Of Change Chief of Campaigns at the time, 
worked with a team of people within COC to strategically shift 
the organization to identify new targets within the criminal 
justice landscape. Together, they recognized that there was 
an overlooked electoral opportunity to replace incumbent 
prosecutors and district attorneys with progressives in local races. Color Of Change talked 
with local partners across the country to discuss a new electoral approach for the movement 
ecosystem and organized donors to invest in identifying and running candidates willing to 
transform the criminal justice system.

Hatch believed this expansion into an electoral organizing strategy required face-to-face voter 
engagement, pushing the organization to expand beyond individualized digital actions to enable 
members to take collective action in person as part of a community. She began her career in 
politics as a grassroots leader in Barack Obama’s historic 2008 campaign and had experience 
building teams invested in deep organizing, so she was well-positioned to take the organization 

People across 
the country were 
showing up to 
brunches and 
thinking about 
the ways that they 
were engaging 
politically. It 
wasn’t about, ‘Oh, 
I’m coming to this 
political event 
because I want 
to do something’. 
It was, ‘Oh, I 
feel a sense of 
belonging here. 
I feel like I can 
see me.’ And they 
saw themselves 
reflected in the 
room.
Shannon Talbert, Senior Organizing Director
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in this new electoral direction. The decision converged with the formation of COC’s Political 
Action Committee (PAC) and a  $2 million commitment from donors to test out new peer-to-
peer texting technology for the 2016 elections. COC used the funds to create the first ever in-
person textathon, where volunteers text voters one by one to engage them in conversation and 
encourage them to vote. 

An organization that had once thought of itself as primarily a digital mobilizer began organizing 
people offline: first for town halls for COC’s first district attorney race in Orlando and then 
for textathons across the country. In its first electoral season in 2016, Color Of Change PAC 
organized 86 textathons in 11 cities, as well as online — part of a larger trend where COC has 
retained digital avenues for deeper member engagement while building out in-person options, 
a capacity that served them well when all their member engagement went back online during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The textathons mobilized over 2,000 volunteers to take a higher bar 
of action than Color Of Change had previously asked, building the first steps in a pathway to 
turn email subscription members into ‘beyond the petition’ members. These volunteers reached 
1.5 million Black voters through a total of 3.5 million texts. Arisha Hatch was floored by people’s 
willingness to turn out for an organization that had previously been almost exclusively digital: 

“We had told ourselves that we were an organization that no one wanted to come out and do 
anything … people wanted to just sign a petition, and it was just, like, hundreds and hundreds 
and hundreds of people showed up. That was the moment when we were like, ‘Oh, okay. We 
should do this more.’” 

Textathons served as the foundation that incubated the model for Color Of Change’s organizing 
program.  Black Women’s Brunch was an iteration of that model that was honed and perfected 
by creating a welcoming atmosphere with music that got people dancing, good food, and 
genuine conversation centered around the members’ lived experiences.

These new electoral opportunities and funding sources brought new pressures. Many 
funders expected Black independent political organizations to turn out the Black vote in 2016, 
but organizations were well aware that the Democratic party money and concern for their 
communities often dried up after Election Day, typical of the funding boom-and-bust cycles in 
electoral organizing. Would Color Of Change go along for the ride or opt out? The organization 
decided to take a middle road, participating in big electoral mobilizing projects and using its 
seasonal PAC funding to strengthen the organization long-term. After the election season was 
over, COC funneled electoral staff into permanent staff positions and members involved in 
electoral campaigns transitioned into issue-based work that sought to hold elected candidates 
accountable through COC’s new infrastructure: neighborhood squads. To accomplish the 
latter, COC would need to lean into building relationships and a sense of political home among 
members.
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II. Black Political Home — Centering Black 
Joy
Core to this relational vision was an idea of Color Of Change as a political home for Black 
people and non-Black allies. COC’s creation of its own Black political home partakes of a long 
tradition of Black people creating counterpublics and separate spaces for themselves in the 
face of exclusion. Just as Black people have been redlined and gentrified out of physical homes, 
they have also been politically redlined and gentrified out of political spaces. A recent Sojourner 
Strategies report, “The Power of Building a Political Home: Black Civic Engagement and 
Movement Organizing” by Katrina L. Gamble, lists some of the highest-ranking characteristics 
Black respondents said they seek in a Black political home: Such a home should include all 
Black people, deeply engage with community members, promote unity, be joyful, and have the 
ability to influence elected officials and those in power.1 

 

The building blocks of the Color Of Change home are culture: storytelling, aesthetics, and 
values. Color Of Change took the “believing, becoming, belonging” framework from religious 
communities and turned it on its head by putting “belonging” first in the sequence (a trend that 
many in the contemporary church are also now doing). Belonging or feeling at home should 
be the first emotional-aesthetic experience Black people have in a COC space, whether online 
or offline. Identity, not ideology, is the force aligning members and staff across a massive and 
complex organization. Color Of Change’s Black political home meets the criteria described by 
Gamble by building a big tent for unity and inclusion, centering the care work of Black women 
to build bridges throughout the community, and setting Black joy as COC’s metric of success. 
Additionally, COC is using Black joy to build power both within and outside of the organization, 
raising the opportunity for further research on joy as a metric of power.2

1 Gamble, Katrina L. The Power of Building a Political Home: Black Civic Engagement and Movement Organizing. Sojourn Strategies, 2021, 
https://www.sojournstrategies.com/powerofbuildingapoliticalhome.

2 Ibid.

FIGURE 2: 

National Survey of Young 
Black People (18-35) on 
Black Political Home (from 
“The Power of Building a 
Political Home: Black Civic 
Engagement and Movement 
Organizing” report)2 

https://www.sojournstrategies.com/powerofbuildingapoliticalhome
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1) Be Inclusive + Promote Unity: Big Tent
Color Of Change is a broad tent. Ideologically, this suits COC’s goal of representing all Black 
people, a constituency whose beliefs are very diverse. A wide variety of campaigns and targets, 
as well as the opportunity for squads to organize their own petitions, enables this ideological 
openness. Organizationally, the big tent has a lot of doors that offer multiple points of access 
for new members. Participation is understood as part of a matrix of engagement (see Figure 
3) rather than a ladder. Each side of the matrix — digital, action, communications, and field — 
represents one set of doors into the organization. For instance, someone may first engage with 
Color Of Change through the organization’s Instagram account (the “communications” side), 
then sign a petition (the “action” side). From there, they might receive and forward COC emails 
(the “digital” side) and eventually attend a squad meeting (the offline “field” side).

Tracking the organization’s subscribers as they move through many doors is daunting, 
particularly since COC membership has recently seen a massive increase of 115% after the 2020 
Black Lives Matter uprisings, with a current estimated total of 6.1 million subscribers. COC’s 
technological expertise still guides its approach to building offline avenues to membership, as 
leadership has made significant investments in the organization’s data infrastructure. This has 
helped them overcome the challenges of a voter file that chronically undercounts Black voters 
and inadequate data tools for tracking COC’s complex matrix of engagement. An expanded 
team of 13 data staff are using member data to help understand the character of specific lanes 
in the big tent, how members move to and between those lanes, and which pathways into the 
organization prove to be “the stickiest.” 

Despite these difficulties, the matrix provides an egalitarian approach that does not force a 
fixed template for leadership onto members. As Senior Organizing Director Shannon Talbert 
explained: 

FIGURE 3: 

Color Of 
Change’s Matrix 
of Member 
Engagement
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“We don’t weight any action as higher than another. For some people, money may be more 
accessible; they don’t have as much time to give. Or for some people, time may be more 
accessible and they have more time to give.”

This allows COC to be accessible to people’s needs (particularly those of Black women facing 
multiple forms of marginalization), recognize the diversity of people coming in and what they 
have to offer, and assume they will weave between online and offline engagement in ebbs 
and flows of activity. While the matrix might appear looser than a ladder of engagement, COC 
believes it can potentially allow longer-term engagement for marginalized constituencies by 
preventing burnout.

What knits together this matrix is, again, culture, the “ultimate form of decentralized command 
and control,” according to Maine People’s Alliance Co-Director Ben Chin. Color Of Change’s 
digital-native expertise in communications and brand-building have created resonant aesthetics 
and messaging for a Black audience, rather than a one-size-fits-all audience. This brand and 
aesthetic moves agilely across online and offline spaces, just as members move between 
different “sides” of the matrix. 

2) Community Engagement: Center Black Women
Black women — those who the scholar Belinda Robnett called “bridge leaders” in the civil rights 
movement, who bring together the organization and the community3  — have long performed 
the undervalued work of building “homes,” broadly defined, particularly in the context of social 
justice. Color Of Change has centered Black women in its pivot to offline community-building 
through Black Women’s Brunch and Serve Our Sisters events.

Magnus Ogunnaike described her litmus test for the design of events and activities like 
textathons as such: 

“Could my mother do this? Could a single, working mother do this? What would it take to get 
her out the door and to this event? This meant delicious catered food, childcare, and parking at 
no cost.” 

When Magnus Ogunnaike designed the Black Women’s Brunches, she drew inspiration from the 
United Order of Tents, a secret society of Black women founded in 1867 whose most committed 
members, many of them elderly, are referred to as Queens (and sometimes wear tiaras). 

“When I was creating Black Women’s Brunch, I was drawing on traditions of different things 
that I’d been a part of since I was a little kid. The Black church, for one. My mom’s Black 
women’s bible study … or cookouts. These are the things that are sort of intrinsic to our culture, 
Black American culture, and easily replicable.” 

Black feminists have long challenged the gendered separations between public and private life, 
between electoral politics and everyday politics with a lowercase “p,” and valorized kitchen-
table emotional and care labor as the invisible backbone of Black political power. A number of 

3 Robnett, Belinda. How Long? How Long?: African American Women in the Struggle for Civil Rights. New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000.
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COC’s events have centered mutual aid and Black women’s care, such as PPE delivery during 
the pandemic and Serve Our Sisters events, where participants assemble care packages for 
returning citizens.

Care work for others also strengthened networks of care and community among the 
participants. A table of women at a brunch talked about wanting to travel and then all got 
passports together. A woman at a Serve Our Sisters event shared that she regretted never 
having learned to cook from her mother, who had passed away. In response, several women 
started monthly gatherings to teach this woman how to cook.

3) Joyful: Black Joy as the Goal
The effort to integrate politics into everyday life is part of approaching Black people holistically 
rather than transactionally. What unites COC’s varied on- and offline campaigns is the all 
encompassing theory of change to improve Black people’s lives by positively impacting  their 
everyday experiences: when they encounter police, when they go to work, when they turn 
on the TV or log on to Twitter. This comprehensive vision cannot be met by instrumental and 
transactional metrics of power like number of doors knocked. The proper metric for the Black 
political power COC wants to build is something daring, and evasive of easy quantification: Black joy.

While documentation of state violence against Black people has been crucial in some efforts 
to hold officials accountable, it has also subjected Black people to constant retraumatization 
through repeated depictions of Black suffering. In response, activists have shared images of 
joy, particularly of Black children through hashtags like #BlackGirlMagic” and #BlackBoyJoy” in 
order to reclaim the innocence that the government and the media often deny Black children. 
Color Of Change’s focus on Black joy in its visual aesthetic and event formats builds upon this 
effort to counter images of Black death with images of Black flourishing and offer a vision of the 
future that the organization is fighting for.

Color Of Change’s events draw upon the Black church, family cookouts, and Black fraternities 
and sororities as models that feel like home rather than meetings. This orientation to Black joy is 
also present among staff, who cultivate team cultures, particularly in the time of COVID, to build 
resilience — whether through refresh days (four-day workweeks) during Black History Month, or 
soirees, games, and morning coffee shared virtually among co-workers.

As COC was forced back online during the pandemic, organizers have been agile at bringing 
this thoughtful event curation and choreography to the virtual space. They have ensured that 
there is still joy, dancing, music, and delicious food at online events, whether it’s a dine-and-dial 
with food delivery to participants’ doors or a textathon with a Halloween costume party.

III. From Black Joy Events to Local Squads
More than 30,000 Black women have attended Black Women’s Brunches in more than 25 
cities across the nation. COC has continued to organize Black joy events as the first step in 
their model of “belonging, believing, becoming,” like Black men’s cookouts, “Black Joy Drive-
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ins” during the pandemic, and a Juneteenth “Dinner in Black.” These distributed, large-scale 
experiences funnel new members into the longer-term member structure of local squads where 
deeper relationships within the “big tent” can be built. 

This model of monthly experiences is COC’s primary recruitment tool for new members. While 
staff launch squad actions with a template and a pre-designed program, the actual experiences 
are  member-driven: Upon signing up to attend, members are asked to join a host committee, 
which then executes the event. Members are encouraged to develop their leadership and 
organizing skills by recreating the event for family and friends with COC’s toolkit and guided 
support from COC’s organizing staff. This model is based on COC’s leadership development 
approach, where members are encouraged to talk about community issues, share knowledge 
with their networks, bring more people into subsequent actions, and leverage people power to 
win campaigns.

After their first taste of a COC event, staff organizers (Member Engagement Coordinators and 
Regional Field Managers) follow up with one-on-one conversations to build relationships with 
new members and plug them into one of the organization’s 19 local squads, which currently 
organize over 8,000 members (as of 2020). Monthly squad meetings draw in anywhere from 15 
to 45 members on average and serve relational goals by spotlighting new members’ stories and 
building community.

Squad meetings also serve strategic goals by plugging people into local, state, and federal 
election campaigns. The map below tracks races where COC squads participated in the three 
election cycles of 2016, 2018, and 2020. It focuses specifically on district attorney races, since 
they were a key motivator for COC’s expansion to an electoral strategy and offline membership 
infrastructure. As the map shows, successful district attorney races in this period were often 
(with the exception of the Midwest) clustered around cities with squads. This suggests that this 
relational membership structure has been crucial to successfully implementing COC’s electoral 
strategy around criminal justice reform.  The map below tracks races where COC squads 
participated in the three election cycles of 2016, 2018, and 2020 (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4:

Color Of Change 
Local Squads and 
District Attorney 
Races, 2016 - 
2021
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Figure 5 shows a heat map for 2020-2021 offers a broader and more recent picture of COC’s 
volunteer participation, including both squad and other volunteer activities. The 2020 election 
and the turn back to online events due to the pandemic has allowed members outside of areas 
with squads to connect with squad infrastructure digitally for events, textathons, and meetings. 
The map also shows the growth of participation in the Midwest, due to a ballot initiative in 
Minneapolis and new squads in Michigan.

In the off-cycle outside election seasons, squad activities turn to accountability, holding elected 
officials to their campaign promises. Since this membership infrastructure is still relatively 
new and has only gone through one electoral cycle in 2020, organizers are learning that this 
accountability work requires more strategic capacity of members than electoral work does. This 
has led COC to level up its leadership development through a number of national programs 
such as a Storytelling Academy and a member website with an interactive member education 
component. 

COC’s mobilization approach, as well as its widespread Black joy member event programming, 
have largely been staff-initiated and focused on plugging members into pre-existing national 
campaigns. The organization’s expansion to deeper face-to-face organizing through squads has 
shifted to a more member-driven, local campaign focus. This, in turn, has required more human 
infrastructure: expanded leadership development, political education, and internal governance 
mechanisms. At the moment, squad campaigns remain staff-driven, trickling big national 
campaigns of the Criminal Justice or the Media, Culture, and Economic Justice teams down to 
the local level by connecting to relevant local manifestations of an issue. But the ultimate goal is 
to build an infrastructure for squad campaigns that can be as distributed as its Black joy events, 
with squads eventually driving their own campaigns and projects. Some squads are already there, 
like the Los Angeles squad that fought and won to save a farmer’s markets in the predominantly 
Black neighborhood of Crenshaw and to return a historically Black beach (Bruce’s Beach) to the 
Bruce family. Interestingly, these struggles focus on defending Black spaces, which can serve 
as physical political homes. Color Of Change is interested in how to expand this self-sufficiency 

FIGURE 5: 

Geographic 
Distribution 
of Volunteer 
Participation in 
Color Of Change 
Events, October 
2020 - October 
2021
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and give squads the resources to execute their own visions, perhaps through a member-led 
fundraising structure to resource squad projects, a national convention (a vision postponed by 
the pandemic), or a national member-led governance structure to set squad priorities. 

IV. Conclusion: Building Black Political 
Homes Where Joy is Power
COC’s strategic pivot into relational organizing raised a key question for the organization about 
how it would center both depth and scale at the same time. By centering Black joy as power, the 
organization chose to focus on community-building not just as an input to its strategy, but as a 
strategy for individual and collective member transformation in and of itself. 

By incorporating elements of Black culture and identity into its member events, Color Of Change 
sought to build a uniquely Black political home that deeply embodied care and community-
building – and, in doing so, enabled members to plug in along any of several entry points into the 
“big tent” of the organization. 

The organization is currently conducting analysis exploring the relationship between Black joy 
experiences and member engagement and retention. As the organization continues to grow, 
it is challenging the thinking that building a home for its members is supplementary to power-
building – rather, by enabling experiences for Black members that grow their individual and collective 
capacities, the organization was able to balance breadth and depth within its power-building 
approach.


